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SUMMARY

Goldfish were trained to discriminate between two coloured lights.
When colchicine was administered intracranially immediately after training
it produced complete retrograde amnesia 2 days later, but the fish dis-
played considerable retention if instead the injection was given 1-25 h after
training. If colchicine was administered 1-25 h before training the fish
were able to learn as readily as control fish but then showed retrograde
amnesia when tested 2 days later. It is suggested that colchicine may affect
memory fixation by interfering with the fast transport of material needed to
bring about a structural modification at certain synapses.

INTRODUCTION

Restriction of sensory experience during early postnatal life has been found to
change cell morphology (Cragg 1969; Globus & Schiebel, 1967; Mollgard et al. 1971;
Rozenzweig 1971) and alter the pattern of functional connectivity within the brain
(Blakemore & Cooper, 1970; Gaze et al. 1970, Hubel & Wiesel 1970).

According to Valverde (1967) rearing mice in darkness produces a loss of spines
on pyramidal cells of the visual cortex, and Volkmar & Greenough (1972) report that
rearing complexity affects branching of cortical dendrites.

Despite the many interesting reports of environmentally induced changes in brain
function and morphology, the mechanism whereby either early experience or
learning induces such enduring effects upon the functional organization of neuronal
networks is still unclear. Yet such factors within the cell, that regulate the growth and
trophic maintenance of cytoplasmic processes and synaptic connexions must clearly
play a central role in bringing about some <<f the long-term changes that arise from
learning or early experience, but until recently (Rose, 1970) these have attracted com-
paratively little attention.

Recent work on axonal transport suggests that microtubules are important in
mediating the fast transport of materials along axons (Ochs, 1972). Indeed, it now
seems clear that microtubules and possibly microfilaments, may be implicated in
regulating the supply of materials within the cell to locations where new materials
jare required to promote the growth or maintenance of the cell's cytoplasmic processes,
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Fig. i. Apparatus used for training the fish. F, gelatin colour filter, ND, neutral density filter,
OG, opal glass plate, B, barrier. Electric shocks were delivered through grid electrodes
(not shown) situated across the width of the tank on each side of the barrier.

and perhaps also, for the formation or maintenance of its synapses. Roisen et al.
(1972) have shown that axonal elongation depends on microtubule formation where
the latter was stimulated by cyclic AMP which initiates tubule assembly from a pre-
existing pool. Also, drug-inhibition of fast axonal transport mimics the effect of
axotomy (Pilar & Landmesser, 1972) and leads to functional depression of synapses
(Perisic & Cuenod, 1972) and morphological signs of synaptic degeneration after
a few days (Cuenod, Sandri & Akert, 1972).

Furthermore, experiments using radioactively labelled precursors have shown that
the molecular constituents of cell membranes are continuously turning over (Smith,
1968; Warren & Glick 1969; Schmitt 1973). Since these constituents are responsible
for imparting to the cell and its membrane many of their specialized functions, any
alteration in supply of materials to the membrane could affect the number or nature
of molecules available for incorporation; perhaps modifying the membrane's proper-
ties, and thereby possibly the cell's functional relationship with other cells. If stable
memory is recorded by the brain in the form of some altered growth pattern, then
memory storage must seemingly involve some alteration of membrane structure
where molecular constituents are either resorbed or incorporated locally into the
membrane to produce a functionally altered pattern of synaptic connectivity (Deutsch,

I972)-
As a working hypothesis, we therefore considered the possibility that microtubules

may be involved in conveying the necessary materials required to bring about the
local changes in membrane structure or cell morphology that result from learning or
early experience.

Colchicine, a plant alkaloid, combines with the protein subunits of microtubules
and is known to inhibit the fast phase of axonal transport (Ochs, 1972; Sjostrand &
Hanson, 1972). In this study, we describe some experiments with goldfish where we
have found that colchicine administered intracranially can prevent the memory of
a recently acquired task from entering long-term storage.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Goldfish were obtained from a local pet dealer. Before training they were kept with
other fish in communal stock tanks where they were fed on Tetrafin Goldfish Flakes.
After training, each was transferred to an individual tank. The water temperature in
all the experiments was approximately 20 °C and before training or testing, individual
fish were always left for at least 20 min to familiarize themselves with the training
tank.

Initial training
The fish were trained in a shock avoidance situation, to discriminate between two

illuminated panels of different colour, situated at opposite ends of the training tank.
Yellow (Amax = 575 nm) was chosen as the positive, and blue (A^j = 463 nm),
the negative light stimulus. The choice of yellow as the positive stimulus was in part
dictated by the fact that most fish appear to have an innate preference to swim to-
wards blue (Bauer, 1910; Muntz & Cronly-Dillon, 1966; Muntz, 1962). Relative
brightness was not controlled. Nevertheless, while it is conceivable that some fish
may have learned to distinguish the stimuli on the basis of brightness, subsequent
transfer tests on four control fish, where relative brightness between the two stimulus
lights was randomized, suggests that the fish were actually discriminating on the basis
of the difference in colour. In the early stages of this study we did carry out a few
experiments with blue positive and these produced results in agreement with those
obtained with yellow as the positive stimulus. However, because of the blue preference
which goldfish display these were discontinued since we felt that a much more con-
vincing case could be presented by training the fish to respond against an innate
preference.

Each trial which lasted 40 sec allowed the fish to swim through a gap in the barrier
dividing the tank, to whichever side was illuminated with the positive stimulus
(Fig. 1). If a fish found itself on the wrong side of the tank, or failed to swim to the
correct side within the first 24 sec, it received an electric shock (approximately 2 mA
59 c/s a.c.) from which it could escape by swimming to the correct end of the tank.
The position of the positive stimulus was of course randomized from trial to trial.
Interposed between successive trials were rest periods of 40 sec duration, where
each end panel of the tank was illuminated uniformly with the same neutral grey
light (10 ft Lamberts).

Individual fish were scored on the basis of the number of correct responses in
consecutive blocks of ten trials. Also, initial training never exceeded 1 h duration
(40 trials), and all fish that failed to attain a criterion score of 14/20 during initial
training were excluded from the experiment. Particular care was taken in our experi-
ments not to either overtrain or undertrain the fish during initial learning, and it was
essential to employ a criterion during initial learning which would ensure that the
fish had learned the task. Indeed in a pilot study with normal fish where we sought to
determine a suitable criterion, we found that fish that attained a criterion score of
14/20 (70%) within the 1 h period allowed for initial training would reliably display
positive transfer when retrained 2 days later. For the conditions in our experiments
we found that this criterion is a very stringent one and only about 1 in 4 fish attain it
during initial training.
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Fig. 2. Regression lines showing performance during initial training (A—A) and Transfer
retraining ( • • ) for (i) saline control group (15 fish) and (ii) experimental Group 1
(15 fish) which received 12-5 fig colchicine intracranially immediately after initial training.
Solid circles and triangles represent mean score for each of the groups, and standard deviation
is represented by the vertical lines.

Transfer retraining

Each fish was retrained 36-48 h after initial training to determine if it displayed any
significant improvement in performance to reach criterion as compared to initial
training.

Statistical analysis

Regression lines were computed for the initial learning and transfer of each of the
control and experimental groups using the data from the first 3 blocks of 10 trials.
Likewise the analysis of variance on the data was always computed using the scores
in the first two blocks of 10 trials achieved in the training or transfer sessions.

Intracramal injections

All injections were given intracranially into the subdural space overlying the optic
tectum. The technique for administering the injections was the same as that described
by Agranoff, Davis & Birch (1965).

Control fish received 50 (A saline intracranially. Our experimental groups received
I2'5/"g colchicine (Hopkin & Williams Ltd) in 50 fi\ saline. Two groups received
25 fig colchicine in 50 /A saline.

Experimental and control groups generally consisted of 15 fish, where each fish
weighed approximately 13-14 g. One experimental group consisted of 7 fish (Fig. 4).

RESULTS

Saline controls

The purpose of this control group was to determine if the trauma of an intracranial
injection given immediately after training affected memory fixation. Fifteen fish were
each injected with 50 fi\ saline intracranially. The injections were given immediately
after initial training and the fish then returned to individual tanks, where they were
kept for 36-48 h before being tested for transfer. Fig. 2 (i) shows the performance of
these fish during the initial training session and again during transfer retraining,
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Fig. 3. Regression lines showing performance during initial training (A—•) and transfer
retraining ( • • ) for (i) experimental Group a (15 fish) which received 12-5 fig colchi-
cine 1 h and 15 min after initial training and (ii) experimental Group 3 (15 fish) which received
2 5 Ag colchicine 1 h and 15 min before initial training.

Regression lines have been plotted for learning (solid line) and transfer retraining
(dashed line). It is dear from the figure that performance during the first 20 trials of
transfer retraining was considerably better than during initial training. This was
confirmed statistically by analysis of variance on the scores in the first 20 trials for
initial training and transfer (F = 3s, d.f. = 28, P 0-005).

The group as a whole therefore displayed considerable retention of the originally
learned task during transfer retraining.

Experimental Group 1

Does colchicine injected immediately after training affect memory fixation?

The same procedure was followed here as for the saline control group, except that
the intracranial injection now contained 12-5 fig Colchicine. The results for this group
are shown graphically in Fig. 2(ii). This time there was no statistically significant
difference (F = 0-17, d.f. = 28, Pc-25) between scores during initial training and
transfer retraining. This group therefore displayed complete retrograde amnesia for
the originally learned task during the retraining session.

Experimental Group 2

Does colchicine affect established long-term memories?

This group were given the intracranial injection of 12-5 fig colchicine, i j h after
completion of initial training. The results are again shown graphically in Fig. 3(i).
Performance of this group during transfer retraining was significantly better (F =
32-3, d.f. = 28, P 0-005) th811 the performance during initial training. Hence this
group displayed considerable retention of the originally learned task which indicates
that 1J h after training the memory was no longer susceptible to interference by col-
chicine. The same effect was seen with a group that received 25 fig colchicine, 1 h
45 min after training (Fig. 4). The latter is included here for comparison with ex-
perimental Group 3 (see below) which also received the larger dose of colchicine
(i.e. 25 /ig).
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Fig. 4. Regression lines showing performance during initial training (solid line) and transfer
retraining (broken line) for a group (7 fish) that received 25 fig colchicine 1 h and 4s min after
initial training.

Experimental Group 3

Does colchicine administered before training interfere with initial learning and short-term
memory?

This group were given an intracranial injection of colchicine, in this case 25 /Jg
in 50 /A saline, 1J h before initial training. After training they were returned to their
individual tanks where they remained for 36-48 h before being subjected to the
transfer retraining tests.

Fig. 3 (ii) shows the results for this group. The performance during initial learning
was not significantly different from that of the saline control group (F = 0-638,
d.f. = 28, P 0-25). Hence it would appear that colchicine administered through the
intracranial route does not interfere with initial learning and short term memory,
at least not for the first hour or two following the colchicine injection.

On the other hand, when these same fish were tested 2 days later the group dis-
played considerable loss of memory for the task they had previously learned, and
their performance was not significantly different from that they achieved during
initial learning (F = 0-036, d.f. = 28, P 0-25).

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS

Colchicine blockade of axoplasmic flow is known to depress synaptic transmission
(Perisic & Cuenod 1972). In doves it was found that the effect of a large (100 fig)
intraocular injection of colchicine on synaptic transmission at the tectum was pro-
gressive and developed slowly to a maximum approximately 7 days after the
injection.

Since treatments that disorganize brain function by, for example, causing convulsive,
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Fig. 5. Arrangement of apparatus used for recording from single neurones in the
optic tectum of the goldfish.

discharges or a reduction in neuronal activity, are known to produce amnesia, it
was important, in the present series of experiments to determine if the doses of
colchicine we employed had any effect on the brain's electrical activity during the
first hour following the colchicine injection, when recently acquired memory is
unstable.

Methods and results

Goldfish were anaesthetized by immersing them in a 0-4% solution of MS222
(Sandoz). The optic tectum was then exposed by making a window in the skull. The
fish was then mounted in a special holder that allowed ordinary tap water to flow into
the mouth and past the gills. Woods metal microelectrodes (Gesteland et al. 1959)
were used to record responses from single units in the optic tectum. The receptive
field characteristics of goldfish optic nerve fibres have been extensively studied by
several investigators (Cronly-Dillon, 1964; Jacobson & Gaze, 1964). In the present
study we selected units whose receptive field characteristics and spontaneous dis-
charge patterns were different from those observed with optic nerve fibres. We are
therefore confident that the majority of responses that we examined probably origi-
nated from tectal neurons.

Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of apparatus for recording. Once the receptive field
of a suitable unit was located, the screen of a CRO carrying the stimulus display, was
brought into coincidence with it. The stimulus used to drive the unit was a vertical
stripe (4-5° x 0-4°) with a brightness of 10 ft Lamberts, that was moved across the
oscilloscope screen at a velocity of 2-60 deg/sec. The unblanked sweep returned at
4-5° in 0-05 sec. From the fish's viewpoint, the movement of the stimulus was in
a temporo-nasal direction.

In the majority of cases this was not the most effective stimulus, however it was
sufficient for the purpose of this experiment. (The background illumination in these
experiments was o-i ft Lamberts.)

Movement of the bar across the screen was triggered by a pulse delivered by
a PDP 12A computer. The response recorded with the microelectrode was also relayed
to the computer which then displayed the time average integrated response to 8 con-
secutive sweeps of the moving stimulus, where sweep time was 2 sec and the com-
puter stored one thousand points per sweep.

This procedure was repeated at suitable intervals both before and after topical
application onto the tectum of a saline solution containing colchicine (25 /ig colchicine
in 50 [A saline).
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Fig. 6. Average responses recorded from a single neurone in the optic tectum to repetitive
visual stimulus before and after topical application of a colchicine solution to the tectum.
Each trace represents the average integrated response to 8 consecutive sweeps of a moving
visual stimulus which in this instance was a vertical bar of light that was moved repetitively
across an oscilloscope screen.

Although there were sometimes small changes in amplitude of recorded action
potentials during recording sessions, due to slight electrode movement, the colchicine
appeared to have little effect on the gross electrical activity of visually driven cells in
the optic tectum, at least over the one hour period following colchicine administration,
when memory storage for a newly learned response is unstable (Fig. 6).

PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

Is the effect on memory storage due to a colchicine induced inhibition of
protein synthesis?

Our previous experiments in this series have shown that memory is stable i-J h
after training when it is no longer susceptible to interference by colchicine. However,
as other experiments have shown (Agranoff et al. 1965, 1973; Mark & Watts, 1970;
Watts & Mark, 1970; Neale, 1970) inhibitors of protein synthesis can affect the
transfer from short to long term memory if they are injected into the animal
immediately after training It was therefore important to determine, in our present
series of experiments, if gross protein synthesis in the brain of the fish was affected
after 1 h exposure to colchicine (i2'5/ig colchicine in 50 /A saline).

Methods and results

Twenty-four fish were used for these experiments (weighing approximately 13-
14 g) and they were separated into three groups of 8 fish.

All fish were injected intraperitoneally, with approximately 5 /iCi ["CjL-leucine
(specific activity 311 mCi/m-mole; The Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, England]
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Table 1. Incorporation of \^lC]L-leucine in brain protein 1 h 15 min
after injecting the labelled amino-acid intraperitoneally

1 (dia/min brain protein)
n (dis/min supernatant)

3.D.

Puromycin group (n = 8) 0-3661 0-1694
Colchicine group (n = 8) 0-9019 0-295
Control group (n = 8) 0-8125 0-2236

in saline. Two of these groups were then immediately given intracranial injections.
One group received 12*5 /ig Colchicine in 50 /A saline, the other group received
170/ig Puromycin (Serva, Heidelberg) also in saline, the latter being the dose
reported to produce complete retrograde amnesia in goldfish (Agranoff et al. 1965).
The third group acted as controls and received no intracranial injections.

After i\ h the optic tectum of each fish was removed and weighed (after being
first anaesthetized with 0-4% solution of MS 222). The excised tectum was then
dropped into 1 ml of cold (5 °C) TCA (10%) containing 10 HIM unlabelled L-leucine,
the tissue was immediately homogenized with a glass rod and left overnight in a cold
room (5 °C). After centrifugation 0-5 ml supernatant was removed, and transferred
to a counting vial with 5 ml scintillation fluid, 0-5 ml (5%) TCA+ 10 HIM L-leucine
were added to the pellet which was heated (80 °C) for 20 min then washed twice in
5% TCA. Ethanol ether (4:1) was then added to the pellet and left at room tempera-
ture for 20 min followed by two washes in ethanol ether. Finally after adding 0-5 ml
Soluene (Packard) to the pellet and leaving for 15 min at 60 °C, the protein solution
was transferred to a counting vial with 5 ml scintillation fluid (consisting of P.P.O.,
P.O.P.O.P., Toluene and Triton-X-100). Sample quenching was assessed by the
channels ratio method.

Results are shown in Table 1. Also comparisons between control and puromycin
groups, and control and colchicine groups, were carried out using the f-test. Protein
synthesis in the puromycin group was clearly depressed as compared to controls
(t = 4-5007, d.f. = 14, P < o-oi). On the other hand the difference between the
colchicine and control groups was not statistically significant (t = o-68oi, d.f. = 14;
P > 0-25). Hence it was concluded that 1 \ h following the injection of 12-5 fig colchi-
cine there was no detectable interference with gross protein synthesis in the brain.

DISCUSSION

Drugs such as colchicine, which interfere with microtubule formation, inhibit
axonal elongation and the growth of neuronal processes. Our present series of experi-
ments indicate also that colchicine administered through the intracranial route can
prevent recently acquired memory from being transferred into permanent storage.
The effect of colchicine on memory is indeed very similar to that found with inhibitors
of protein synthesis, except that in this case, gross protein synthesis in the brain was
not detectably affected over the critical 1 h period following training, when recently
acquired memory is unstable. Nor apparently was short-term memory affected, since
|he fish were well able to learn the discrimination despite having received a colchicine
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injection prior to training. Furthermore the fact that the same fish subsequentl^P
displayed retrograde amnesia for the task suggests it is unlikely that the effect of
colchicine on memory can be attributed to any discomfort induced by the drug. Also
it will be recalled that when the colchicine injection was administered 1-25 h after
training the memory was found to be no longer susceptible to interference by the drug.

We interpret these findings as meaning that the cellular mechanism responsible
for transferring learned information from the short to the long-term store, may, as
others have suggested (Mark & Watts, 1970; Watts & Mark, 1970), comprise several
components, and that while one of these is sensitive to inhibitors of protein synthesis,
another appears to be susceptible to interference by the same agents which interfere
with the fast transport of materials within cells.

A converse effect on growth of cellular process and on memory fixation has also
been reported for agents which promote the formation or stabilization of microtubules.
Heavy water, deuterium oxide, which stabilizes microtubules by substituting deu-
terium for hydrogen, has been found to accelerate the growth of cell processes in
isolated nerve tissues (Murray & Benitez, 1968), and Lehr, Wenzel & Werner (1970)
also report that heavy water facilitates learning in goldfish.

Furthermore, a possible relationship between bioelectric activity and microtubule
activation is suggested by the results of Kerkut, Shapira & Walker (1967) who showed
that axonal transport in a motor nerve of the snail was enhanced in proportion to the
increase in discharge rate of the nerve. In addition, other experiments point to cyclic
AMP in some cells, as perhaps providing a possible link between synaptic activity and
the assembly of microtubules (see also Rasmussen 1970). Indeed, Goodman et al.
(1972) found that cyclic AMP will initiate the in vitro polymerization of microtubule
subunits; and Kebabian & Greengard (1971) and Kebabian, Petzold & Greengard
(1972) have described a dopamine sensitive adenyl cyclase that was activated by
synaptic activity.

We therefore suggest, as a possible component of the process of memory fixation,
that a local increase in intracellular cyclic AMP, produced by synaptic activation of
adenyl cyclase, may in some synapses, initiate tubule assembly, and hence increase
the number of ' supply lines' from the cell soma. In modifiable neurones, we further
suggest that these could then serve to direct the movements of various materials to
the vicinity of synapses that have recently been activated.

In our present study, the effect of the drug colchicine on memory is attributed to
its possible interference with an intermediate link between the short-term memory
process and the stage requiring protein synthesis; and the role of microtubules in
memory fixation is also viewed as perhaps mediating the fast transport of some intra-
cellular material needed to bring about a structural change at certain synapses in the
brain that are involved in the original learning of the task.

We wish to extend our thanks to Professor Eddy and colleagues in the Department
of Biochemistry, U.M.I.S.T., for their many helpful comments and assistance.
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